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Spam DefinedSpam Defined

Attorneys say:Attorneys say:
“It’s unsolicited bulk e“It’s unsolicited bulk e--mail”mail”

Marketers say:Marketers say:
“It’s what spammers send"“It’s what spammers send"

AOL Customers say:AOL Customers say:
"It's mail I don't want"

America Online, Inc. ("AOL") does not authorize the 
use of its proprietary computers and computer 
network (the AOL Network") to accept, transmit or 
distribute unsolicited bulk e-mail sent from the 
Internet to AOL members. In addition, Internet e-mail 
sent, or caused to be sent, to or through the AOL 
Network that makes use of or contains invalid or 
forged headers, invalid or non-existent domain 
names or other means of deceptive addressing will 
be deemed to be counterfeit. Any attempt to send or 
cause such counterfeit e-mail to be sent to or through 
the AOL Network is unauthorized. Similarly, e-mail 
that is relayed from any third party's mail servers 
without the permission of that third party, or which 
employs similar techniques to hide or obscure the 
source of the e-mail, is also an unauthorized use of 
the AOL Network. AOL does not authorize anyone to 
send e-mail or cause e-mail to be sent to the AOL 
Network that violates AOL's Terms of Service. AOL 
does not authorize the harvesting or collection of 
screen names from the AOL service for the purpose 
of sending unsolicited e-mail. AOL reserves the right 
to take all legal and technical steps available to 
prevent unsolicited bulk e-mail or other unauthorized 
e-mail from entering, utilizing or remaining within the 
AOL Network. Nothing in this policy is intended to 
grant any right to transmit or send e-mail to, or 
through, the AOL Network. AOL's failure to enforce 
this policy in every instance in which it might have 
application does not amount to a waiver of AOL's 
rights.

"It's mail I don't want"



Measuring SpamMeasuring Spam

Different Email AddressesDifferent Email Addresses
Different DomainsDifferent Domains
Different IP spaceDifferent IP space
Different ContentDifferent Content
Same ReactionSame Reaction



Methods of Fighting SpamMethods of Fighting Spam

Enforcement of state and federal lawsEnforcement of state and federal laws
Educating the publicEducating the public
Technological solutionsTechnological solutions



Technological SolutionsTechnological Solutions

Email address blocksEmail address blocks
Domain blocksDomain blocks
IP address blocksIP address blocks

$$$ to spend$$$ to spend
Hijacked networksHijacked networks
Reverse DNSReverse DNS

URL blocksURL blocks



Technological SolutionsTechnological Solutions

Open Relay BlocksOpen Relay Blocks
High Volume MonitorsHigh Volume Monitors
SpammySpammy
Bayesian FiltersBayesian Filters
Connection PathsConnection Paths



Success RatesSuccess Rates

AOL files lawsuits against spammersAOL files lawsuits against spammers
Raising Spam awareness with membersRaising Spam awareness with members
Ted’s opinionTed’s opinion
Effective blockingEffective blocking



Thank YouThank You
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